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Syllabus

UNIT – I [ 8 Hrs.]

Pattern Making & Moulding: - Pattern making: Types, materials used, 

Pattern making allowances,

color codes. Core making: - Types, core material & its properties. Moulding: 

Types of sand

moulds, moulding sand composition. moulding sand properties, moulding 

machines. Shell

moulding, CO2 moulding.

UNIT – II [ 8 Hrs.]

Gating System & Casting Processes: - Gating design -Elements of gating 

systems, pouring

equipments, riser design Melting furnaces -Types, Electric furnace, 

Induction furnace, Cupolaconstruction

& operation. Cleaning, inspection & casting defects. Foundry mechanizing 

Special

casting processes such as investment Casting, Centrifugal Casting, Slush 

Casting and Die Casting.



UNIT – III [ 8 Hrs.]

Joining Processes: - Introduction to metal Joining- Types of 

Welding. Arc Welding & Gas Welding

Processes, Defects & Inspection of Welding Joints, Electrodes, 

weldability of Metals, Welding

equipments. Fixtures, TIG Welding, MIG Welding, Spot Welding.

UNIT – IV [ 8 Hrs.]

Forming Process for metals:- Rolling, Forging, Extrusion, Drawing, 

Mechanics of forming process,

Determination of Rolling pressure and roll specification force, drive 

force and torque, power loss in

bearing, Determination of forging forces and stresses, Equipment 

(hammer/press) capacity

required. (No analytical treatment)
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UNIT – V [ 8 Hrs.]

Press Working: - Classification, types of presses, press terminology, 

Force analysis in press

working, Die cutting operation, types of dies, Die and punch 

allowance, introduction to shaping

operations, bending, forming and drawing.

UNIT – VI [ 8 Hrs.]

Introduction to Plastics, Properties & types, applications, Forming & 

Shaping of plastics –

Extrusion, injection moulding, Blow moulding, wire drawing, 

Compression moulding, Transfer

moulding, Embossing, Calendaring.

Introduction to Joining of Plastics- Mechanical Fastening, Spin 

Welding, Solvent Bonding,

Ultrasonic welding, Induction welding, Dielectric welding, Hot Plate 

welding, Vibration welding,

Hot gas welding.
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Manufacturing : An Overview

Manufacturing 

Converting  Raw 
(Blank) Material into 

Semi / finished 
product

Manufacturing 
Processes

Metal Forming / 
Shaping

Machining 

Processes

Metal Removing / 

Cutting

23 feet,

6 tons ,

99.72% 

iron,

No rust 

since 5th

century 

AD



INTRODUCTION

Six activities and their sequence for 
almost every manufactured products 

 Design

 Material selection

 Process selection

 Manufacture

 Inspection and evaluation

 Feedback for redesign



MATERIALS PROCESSING

Science and Technology 

� Materials are converted into useful 
shapes with required structures and 
properties that are optimized for the 
intended service environment



PRODUCTION PROCESSES

Four basic categories
 Manufacturing Processes

� Casting processes

� Deformation processes

� Consolidation processes

o Machining Processes

� Material removal processes

 Decisions based on investigation of all alternatives and 
limitations.



SHAPE-PRODUCING PROCESSES

The four materials processing families, with 

subgroups and typical processes. 



Traditional Manufacturing Processes

Casting

Forming

Sheet metal processing

Cutting

Joining

Powder- and Ceramics Processing

Plastics processing

Surface treatment



Casting

Refractory mold  pour liquid metal  solidify, remove  finish

• VERSATILE: complex geometry, internal cavities, hollow sections

• VERSATILE: small (~10 grams)  very large parts (~1000 Kg)

• ECONOMICAL: little wastage (extra metal is re-used)

• ISOTROPIC: cast parts have same properties along all directions



Forming

Any process that changes the shape of a raw stock

without changing its phase 

Example products:

Al/Steel frame of doors and windows, coins, springs,

Elevator doors, cables and wires, sheet-metal, sheet-metal parts… 



Forming

Any process that changes the shape of a raw stock

without changing its phase 

Example products:

Al/Steel frame of doors and windows, coins, springs,

Elevator doors, cables and wires, sheet-metal, sheet-metal parts… 



Rolling

Hot-rolling

Cold-rolling



Rolling

Important Applications:

Steel Plants,

Raw stock production (sheets, tubes, Rods, etc.)

Screw manufacture



Forging

[Heated] metal is beaten with a heavy hammer to give it the required shape 

Hot forging,

open-die



Extrusion

Metal forced/squeezed out through a hole (die) 

Typical use: ductile metals (Cu, Steel, Al, Mg), Plastics, Rubbers 

Common products:

Al frames of white-boards, doors, windows, … 

[source:www.magnode.com]



Drawing

Commonly used to make wires from round bars 

stock (bar)

F (pulling force)

wire
diestock (bar)

F (pulling force)

wire
die

Similar to extrusion, except: pulling force is applied 



AUDI engine block



BMW cylinder head



Brake assembly



Impellers



Crank Shaft

Also see: http://auto.howstuffworks.com/engine7.htm



Sheet Metal Processes

Raw material: sheets of metal, rectangular, large

Raw material Processing: Rolling (anisotropic properties)

Processes:

Shearing

Punching

Bending

Deep drawing



Shearing

A large scissors action, cutting the sheet along a straight line

Main use: to cut large sheet into smaller sizes for making parts.



Punching

Cutting tool is a round/rectangular punch,

that goes through a hole, or die of same shape

F  t X edge-length of punch X shear strength

Punch

die

sheet

crack

(failure in shear)

clearance

die

piece cut away, or slug

t

F  t X edge-length of punch X shear strength

Punch

die

sheet

crack

(failure in shear)

clearance

die

piece cut away, or slug

t



Punching

Main uses: cutting holes in sheets; cutting sheet to required shape

typical punched part

nesting of parts

Exercise: how to determine optimal nesting?



Bending

Body of Olympus E-300 camera

component with multiple bending operations

[image source: dpreview.com]

component with punching,

bending, drawing operations



Typical bending operations and shapes

(a)

(b)



Sheet metal bending

Planning problem: what is the sequence in which we do the bending operations?

Avoid: part-tool, part-part, part-machine interference



Bending mechanics

R = Bend radius

Neutral axis


L = Bend length

This section is

under extension

This section is

in compression

Bend allowance, Lb = (R + kT)

T = Sheet thickness

R = Bend radius

Neutral axis


L = Bend length

This section is

under extension

This section is

in compression

Bend allowance, Lb = (R + kT)

T = Sheet thickness

Bending Planning  what is the length of blank we must use?

Ideal case: k = 0.5 Real cases: k = 0.33 ( R < 2T) ~~ k = 0.5 (R > 2T) 



Bending: cracking, anisotropic effects, Poisson effect

Bending  plastic deformation

Bending  disallow failure (cracking)  limits on corner radius: bend radius 

Engineering strain in bending = e = 1/( 1 + 2R/T)

effect of anisotropic stock Poisson effect

Exercise: how does anisotropic behavior affect planning?



Deep Drawing

die die die die die

punch punch punch punch
blank

part

blank holder

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Examples of deep drawn parts

die die die die die

punch punch punch punch
blank

part

blank holder

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

die die die die die

punch punch punch punch
blank

part

blank holder

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Examples of deep drawn parts

Tooling: similar to punching operation,

Mechanics: similar to bending operation

Common applications: cooking pots, containers, …



Sheet metal parts with combination of operations

Body of Olympus E-300 camera

component with multiple bending operations

[image source: dpreview.com]

component with punching,

bending, drawing operations





One piece or Solid 

Pattern

Cope & Drag PatternMatch Plate Pattern

Split Pattern



Casting:
Foundry or casting is the process of 

producing metal/alloy component parts of 

desired shapes by pouring the molten 

metal/alloy into a prepared mould (of that 

shape) and then allowing the metal/alloy to 

cool and solidify. The solidified piece of 

metal/alloy is known as a CASTING



Steps involved in making a casting:
1. Make the pattern out of Wood , Metal or Plastic.

2. Prepare the necessary sand mixtures for mould and 
core making.

3. Prepare the Mould and necessary Cores.

4. Melt the metal/alloy to be cast.

5. Pour the molten metal/alloy into mould and remove 
the casting from the mould after the metal solidifies.

6. Clean and finish the casting.

7. Test and inspect the casting.

8. Remove the defects, if any.

9. Relieve the casting stresses by Heat Treatment.

10. Again inspect the casting.

11. The casting is ready for shipping.





SAND CASTING



Steps in Sand Casting

-Pattern making

-Core making

-Gating systems

Furnaces     Solidification      Shakeout                                                 Additional heat           Defects

Removal of risers                                           treatment        Pressure tightness

and gates

Molding

Pouring

into mold
Inspection

Cleaning & 

Finishing

Heat 

Treatment
Casting

Sand

Melting 

Of Metal

Mold



Features of a Sand Mold

Schematic illustration of a sand mold, showing various features.





Video of sand casting





Pattern making

� What is pattern?

� Approximate duplicate of product 

� A pattern is a replica of the object to be cast, used 
to prepare the cavity into which molten material 
will be poured during the casting process

� The first stage of developing a new casting is 
Pattern making. The pattern is just a replica of the 
finished product. Generally sand casting process 
made up of wood ,metal  ,plastic ,plaster can be 
used. These patterns may permanent so can be used 
to form number of moulds.



Pattern:
A Pattern is a model or the replica of the 

object to be cast.

Except for the various allowances a pattern 
exactly resembles the casting to be made.

Patterns may be in one or more pieces, 
where as casting are in a single piece.

A pattern is required even if one object has 
to be cast.

The quality of casting and the final product 
will be effected to a great extent by the 
planning of pattern.



Functions of Patterns:

 A Pattern prepares a mould cavity for the 
purpose of making a casting.

 A Pattern may contain projections known as 
core prints if the casting requires a core and 
need to be made hollow.

 Risers, runners and gates may form a part of 
the pattern.

 Patterns properly made and having finished 
and smooth surfaces reduce casting defects.

 Properly constructed patterns minimize 
overall cost of the casting.



Selection of Pattern Materials:

The following factors assist in selecting 
proper pattern material:

No. of  castings to be produced.

Metal to be cast.

Dimensional accuracy & surface finish.

Shape, complexity and size of  casting.

Casting design parameters.

Type of  molding materials.

The chance of  repeat orders.

Nature of  molding process.

Position of  core print.



The pattern material should be:

1. Easily worked, shaped and joined.

2. Light in weight.

3. Strong, hard and durable.

4. Resistant to wear and abrasion .

5. Resistant to corrosion, and to chemical 
reactions.

6. Dimensionally stable and unaffected by 
variations in temperature and humidity.

7. Available at low cost.





Materials for making patterns:

a. Wood

b. Metal

c. Plastic

d. Plaster

e. Wax.



1. Wood Patterns:

These are used where the no. of castings to be produced is small 

and pattern size is large.

Advantages:

Inexpensive

Easily available in large quantities

Easy to fabricate

Light in weight

They can be repaired easily

Easy to obtain good surface finish



Limitations:
 Susceptible to shrinkage and swelling
 Possess poor wear resistance
 Abraded easily by sand action
 Absorb moisture, consequently get wrapped
 Cannot withstand rough handling
 Life is very short 

Commonly used woods for making patterns:
a. Teak
b. Pine
c. Mahogony
d. Deodar etc..



2. Metal Patterns:
These are employed  where large no. of castings have to 

be produced from same patterns.

Advantages:
Do not absorb moisture

More stronger

Possess much longer life

Do not wrap, retain their shape

Greater resistance to abrasion

Accurate and smooth surface finish

Good machinability



Limitations:
 Expensive

 Require  a lot of machining for accuracy

 Not easily repaired

 Ferrous patterns get rusted

 Heavy weight , thus difficult to handle

Commonly used metals for making patterns:

i. Cast iron

ii. Aluminium and its alloys

iii. Steel

iv. White metal

v. Brass etc..



3. Plastic Patterns:
Advantages:
 Durable
 Provides a smooth surface
 Moisture resistant
 Does not involve any appreciable change in size or shape
 Light weight
 Good strength
 Wear and corrosion resistance
 Easy to make
 Abrasion resistance
 Good resistance to chemical attack
Limitations:
 Plastic patterns are Fragile 
 These are may not work well when subject to conditions 

of severe shock as in machine molding (jolting).



4. Plaster Patterns:

Advantages:

 It can be easily worked by using wood working tools.

 Intricate shapes can be cast without any difficulty.

 It has high compressive strength.

 Plaster may be made out of Plaster of paris or 
Gypsum cement.

 Plaster mixture is poured into a mould 
made by a sweep pattern or a wooden master 
pattern, in order to obtain a Plaster pattern.



5. Wax patterns:

Advantages:
Provide very good surface finish.
Impart high accuracy to castings.
After being molded, the wax pattern is not taken 

out of the mould like other patterns; 
rather the mould is inverted and heated; the 

molten wax comes out and/or is evaporated. 
Thus there is no chance of the mould cavity 

getting damaged while removing the pattern.

 Wax patterns find applications in 
Investment casting process.      





Types of patterns depend upon the following 
factors:

i. The shape and size of casting

ii. No. of castings required

iii. Method of moulding employed

iv. Anticipated difficulty of moulding 
operation



Types of Patterns:

1. Single piece pattern.

2. Split piece pattern.

3. Loose piece pattern.

4. Match plate pattern.

5. Sweep pattern.

6. Gated pattern.

7. Skeleton pattern

8. Follow board pattern.

9. Cope and Drag pattern.



1. Single piece (solid) pattern:

� Made from one piece and does not 
contain loose pieces or joints.

� Inexpensive.

� Used for large size simple castings.

� Pattern is accommodated either in the 
cope or in the drag.

Examples: 

1. Bodies of regular shapes.

2. stuffling box of steam engine.



Fig: Single piece pattern



2. Split piece pattern:
� Patterns of intricate shaped castings cannot be made in 

one piece because of the inherent difficulties associated 
with the molding operations (e.g. withdrawing pattern 
from mould).

� The upper and the lower parts of the split piece patterns 
are accommodated in the cope and drag portions of the 
mold respectively.

� Parting line of the pattern forms the parting line of the 
mould.

� Dowel pins are used for keeping the alignment between 
the two parts of the pattern.

� Examples:

1. Hallow cylinder
2. Taps and water

stop cocks etc.,         





3.Loose piece pattern:
� Certain patterns cannot be withdrawn once 

they are embedded in the molding sand. Such 
patterns are usually made with one or more 
loose pieces for facilitating from the molding 
box and are known as loose piece patterns.

� Loose parts or pieces remain attached with 
the main body of the pattern, with the help of 
dowel pins.

� The main body of the pattern is drawn first 
from the molding box and thereafter as soon 
as the loose parts are removed, the result is 
the mold cavity.





4. Match plate pattern:
� It consists of a match plate, on either side of 

which each half of split patterns is fastened.

� A no. of different sized and shaped patterns may 
be mounted on one match plate.

� The match plate with the help of locator holes 
can be clamped with the drag.

� After the cope and drag have been rammed with 
the molding sand, the match plate pattern is 
removed from in between the cope and drag.

� Match plate patterns are normally used in 
machine molding.

� By using this we can eliminate mismatch of cope 
and drag cavities.



Fig: Match plate pattern



5. Sweep pattern:
� A sweep pattern is just a form made on a wooden 

board which sweeps the shape of the casting into 
the sand all around the circumference. The sweep 
pattern rotates about the post.

� Once the mold is ready, Sweep pattern and the post 
can be removed.

� Sweep pattern avoids the necessity of making a full, 
large circular and costly three-dimensional pattern.

� Making a sweep pattern saves a lot of time and 
labour as compared to making a full pattern.

� A sweep pattern is preferred for producing large 
casting of circular sections and symmetrical shapes.





6. Gated pattern:

� The sections connecting different patterns 
serve as runner and gates. 

� This facilitates filling of the mould with 
molten metal in a better manner and at the 
same time eliminates the time and labour
otherwise consumed in cutting runners and 
gates.

� A gated pattern can manufacture many 
casting at one time and thus it is used in 
mass production systems.

� Gated patterns are employed for producing 
small castings.





castings

Gating system



7. Skeleton pattern:
� A skeleton pattern is the skeleton of a desired 

shape which may be S-bend pipe or a chute or 
something else. The skeleton frame is mounted 
on a metal base

� The skeleton is made from wooden strips, and is 
thus a wooden work.

� The skeleton pattern is filled with sand and is 
rammed.

� A strickle (board) assists in giving the desired 
shape to the sand and removes extra sand.

� Skeleton patterns are employed for producing a 
few large castings.

� A skeleton pattern is very economical, because it 
involves less material costs.





8. Follow board pattern:

� A follow board is a wooden board and is used 
for supporting a pattern  which is very thin and 
fragile and which may give way and collapse 
under pressure when the sand above the 
pattern is being rammed.

� With the follow board support under the weak 
pattern, the drag is rammed, and then the fallow 
board is with drawn, The rammed drag is 
inverted, cope is mounted on it and rammed. 

� During this operation pattern remains over the 
inverted drag and get support from the rammed 
sand of the drag under it.

� Follow boards are also used for casting master 
patterns for many applications.





9. Cope and Drag patterns:

� A cope and drag pattern is another form of split 
pattern.

� Each half of the pattern is fixed to a separate 
metal/wood plate.

� Each half of the pattern(along the plate) is molded 
separately in a separate molding box by an 
independent molder or moulders.

� The two moulds of each half of the pattern are 
finally assembled and the mould is ready for 
pouring.

� Cope and drag patterns are used for producing 
big castings  which as a whole cannot be 
conveniently handled by one moulder alone.



Fig: Cope and drag pattern



(a)Split pattern

(b) Follow-board

(c) Match Plate

(d) Loose-piece

(e) Sweep

(f) Skeleton 

pattern







Pattern Allowances:

A pattern is larger in size as compared 
to the final casting, because it carries certain 
allowances due to metallurgical and mechanical 
reasons for example, shrinkage allowance is 
the result of metallurgical phenomenon where 
as machining, draft, distortion, shake and other 
allowances are provided on the patterns 
because of mechanical reasons.



Types of Pattern Allowances:

The various pattern allowances are:
1. Shrinkage or contraction allowance.

2. Machining or finish allowance.

3. Draft of tapper allowances.

4. Distortion or chamber allowance.

5. Shake or rapping allowance.



1.Shrinkage Allowance:
All most all cast metals shrink or contract 

volumetrically on cooling. 

The metal shrinkage is of two types:

1. Liquid Shrinkage: 

it refers to the reduction in volume when the metal 
changes from liquid state to solid state at the solidus 
temperature. To account for this shrinkage; riser, which 
feed the liquid metal to the casting, are provided in the 
mold.

2. Solid Shrinkage: 

it refers to the reduction in volume caused when 
metal loses temperature in solid state. To account for 
this, shrinkage allowance is provided on the patterns. 



 Almost all cast metals shrink or contract 
volumetrically after solidification and therefore the 
pattern to obtain a particular sized casting is made 
oversize by an amount equal to that of shrinkage or 
contraction.

 Different metals shrink at different rates because 
shrinkage is the property of the cast metal/alloy.

 The metal shrinkage depends upon:

1. The cast metal or alloy.

2. Pouring temp. of the metal/alloy.                    

3. Casted dimensions(size).

4. Casting design aspects.

5. Molding conditions(i.e., mould materials 
and molding methods employed)



The contraction of metals/alloys is always volumetric, but the 

contraction allowances are always expressed in linear 

measures.



2. Machining Allowance:

A Casting is given an allowance for 
machining, because:

i. Castings get oxidized in the mold and during 
heat treatment; scales etc., thus formed need 
to be removed.

ii. It is the intended to remove surface roughness 
and other imperfections from the castings.

iii. It is required to achieve exact casting 
dimensions.

iv. Surface finish is required on the casting.



How much extra metal or how much 

machining allowance should be provided, 

depends on the factors listed below:
i. Nature of metals.

ii. Size and shape of casting.

iii. The type of machining operations to be 
employed for cleaning the casting.

iv. Casting conditions.

v. Molding process employed



MACHINING ALLOWANCES OF 

VARIOUS METALS:



3. Draft or Taper Allowance:

 It is given to all surfaces perpendicular to parting 
line.

 Draft allowance is given so that the pattern can 
be easily removed from the molding material 
tightly packed around it with out damaging the 
mould cavity.

 The amount of taper depends upon:
i. Shape and size of pattern in the depth 

direction in contact with the mould cavity.
ii. Moulding methods.
iii. Mould materials.
iv. Draft allowance is imparted on internal as well 

as external surfaces; of course it is more on 
internal surfaces.



The taper provided by the pattern maker on all 
vertical surfaces of the pattern so that it can be 
removed from the sand without tearing away the sides 
of the sand mold and without excessive rapping by the 
molder. Figure 3 (a) shows a pattern having no draft 
allowance being removed from the pattern. In this 
case, till the pattern is completely lifted out, its sides 
will remain in contact with the walls of the mold, thus 
tending to break it.



Figure 3 (b) is an illustration of a pattern having 
proper draft allowance. Here, the moment the 
pattern lifting commences, all of its surfaces are 
well away from the sand surface. Thus the 
pattern can be removed without damaging the 
mold cavity. 





Fig: taper in design



4. Distortion or Cambered 
(Concavity) allowance:

A casting will distort or wrap if :
i. It is of  irregular shape,

ii. All it parts do not shrink uniformly i.e., some 
parts shrinks while others are restricted from 
during so,

iii. It is u or v-shape,

iv. The arms possess unequal thickness,

v. It has long, rangy arms as those of propeller strut 
for the ship,

vi. It is a long flat casting,

vii. One portion of the casting cools at a faster rate 
as compared to the other.







5. Shake allowance:

 A patter is shaken or rapped by striking the same 
with a wooden piece from side to side. This is 
done so that the pattern a little is loosened in the 
mold cavity and can be easily removed. 

 In turn, therefore, rapping enlarges the mould 
cavity which results in a bigger sized casting.

 Hence, a –ve allowance is provided on the pattern 
i.e., the pattern dimensions are kept smaller in 
order to compensate the enlargement of mould 
cavity due to rapping.

 The magnitude of shake allowance can be 
reduced by increasing the tapper.





Pattern Layout:

Steps involved:
Get the working drawing of the part for 

which the pattern is to be made.
Make two views of the part drawing on a 

sheet, using a shrink rule.  A shrink rule is 
modified form of an ordinary scale which has 
already taken care of shrinkage allowance for 
a particular metal to be cast.

Add machining allowances as per the 
requirements.

Depending upon the method of molding, 
provide the draft allowance.



Pattern Construction:

Study the pattern layout carefully and establish,

a. Location of parting surface.

b. No. of parts in which the pattern will be made.

 Using the various hand tools and pattern making 
machines fabricate the different parts of the pattern.

 Inspect the pattern as regards the alignment of 
different portions of the pattern and its dimensional 
accuracy.

 Fill wax in all the fillets in order to remove sharp 
corners.

 Give a shellac coatings(3 coats) to pattern.

 impart suitable colors to the pattern for 
identification purposes and for other informations.





Pattern Colors:

Patterns are imparted certain colors and 

shades in order to:
i. Identify quickly the main body of pattern 

and different parts of the pattern.

ii. Indicate the type of the metal to be cast.

iii. Identify core prints, loose pieces, etc.,

iv. Visualise the surfaces to be machined, etc.



the patterns are normally painted with contrasting 
colors such that the mould maker would be able to 
understand  the functions clearly.

The color code used is,
1. Red or orange on surface not to be finished and left 

as cast

2. Yellow on surfaces to be machined

3. Black on core prints for unmachined openings

4. Yellow stripes on black on core prints for machinsed 
openings

5. Green on seats of and for loose pieces and loose core 
prints

6. Diagonal black strips with clear varnish on to 
strengthen the weak patterns or to shorten a casting.
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CORES

A core (maça) is a body of material, usually sand, used to

produce a cavity in or on a casting. A core must have sufficient

strength to support itself and should not fracture when liquid

metal is approaching to it.

Cores may be classified as Green-Sand and Dry-Sand Cores.

Green-sand cores are formed by the pattern and made from the

same sand as rest of the mold. Dry-sand cores are made

separately to be inserted after the pattern is drawn but before the

mold is closed. They are usually made of clean river sand (40

parts) which is mixed with a binder (1 part) and then baked to

give the desired shape. The box in which cores are formed to

proper shape is called a CORE BOX. Generally, perforated pipe or

wire frames are added to give sufficient strength.



Examples of Sand Cores and Chaplets

Examples of sand cores showing core prints and chaplets to support cores.
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Most commonly used binder is Linseed oil. The oil forms a film

around the sand grain and hardens when baked at 180-2200C for 2

hours. Other binders are wheat flour, dextrin, starch and several types

of thermosetting plastics.

Types of Cores.

Green sand core Dry sand core



76

Cores serve to produce internal surfaces in castings In some cases,

they have to be supported by chaplets for more stable positioning:

(a) Core held in place in the mold cavity by chaplets,

(b) chaplet design,

(c) casting with internal cavity



Core making

� A Core is a predetermined shaped mass 
of dry sand which is made separately 
from the mould. It is positioned in a 
mould to obtain a shape in the casting 
which cannot be readily obtained by the 
mould proper.

� Cores are made separately  in a core 
box made of wood or metal.
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Cores are made of foundry sand with addition of some resin for

strength by means of core boxes:

Core box, two 

core halves 

ready for

baking, and the 

complete core 

made by gluing 

the two halves 

together



Reference:

1. A text book of Production Technology Vol.  I 
/ O.P. Khanna / Dhanpat Rai Publications 

2. A text book of Production Technology 
(Manufacturing Processes) / P. C. Sharma / S. 
Chand & Company Ltd

3. Manufacturing Technology (Second Edition) / 
P N Rao / Tata McGraw-Hill Publishing 
Company Ltd



Thank you...  







The Gating System

1. Minimize turbulent flow so that absorption of 
gases, oxidation of metal and erosion of mould 
surfaces are less

2. Regulate the entry of molten metal into the 
mould cavity

3. Ensure complete filling of mould cavity, and

4. Promote a temperature gradient within the 
casting so that all sections irrespective of size 
and shape could solidify properly



Features of a Sand Mold

Schematic illustration of a sand mold, showing various features.



The Gating System
� A: pouring basin

� B:Sprue

� C:Sprue well

� D:Runner

� E:Gates

� F:Blind Riser

� G:Vent

� H:Riser open/Top



Mould designs include a gating system which is designed to carry molten

metal smoothly to all parts of the mould. The gating system typically

includes a sprue, gates, runners and risers.

The sprue is where the metal is poured.

Gates allow the metal to enter the running system.

Runners carry the molten metal towards the casting cavity.

Risers may have several functions including vents to allow gases to be

released, reservoirs prior to the casting cavity to aid progressive

solidification, and waste cavities to allow metal to rise from the casting

cavity to ensure it is filled and to remove the first poured metal from the

casting cavity, thus avoiding solidification problems



Use of chills



Why Riser?

� The shrinkage occurs in three stages,
1.When temperature of liquid metal drops from

pouring to room temperature
2.When the metal changes from liquid to solid

state, and
3.When the temperature of solid phase drops from

freezing to room temperature
� The shrinkage for stage 3 is compensated by

providing shrinkage allowance on pattern, while the
shrinkage during stages 1 and 2 are compensated by
providing risers.

� The riser should solidify in the last otherwise liquid
metal will start flowing from casting to riser. It
should promote directional solidification. The shape,
size and location of the risers are important
considerations in casting design



Location of Risers and Open  and Closed 
Risers

•Top riser has the 

advantage of 

additional pressure 

head and smaller 

feeding distance over 

the side riser.

•Blind risers are 

generally bigger in 

size because of 

additional area of 

heat conduction.



Risers and Riser Design
� Risers are reservoirs of liquid metal that feed extra metal 

to the mold to compensate for shrinkage

� Risers are designed to conserve metal

� Located so that directional solidification occurs from 
the extremities of the mold toward the riser

� Should feed directly to the thickest regions of the casting

� Yield: the weight of the casting divided by the 
weight of metal in the pour (i.e. the casting, gating 
systems, and all associated risers)

� A good shape for a riser is one that has a longer freezing 
time.



Risers and Riser Design
� Calculate V/A for different shapes of risers
Assume V = 1 (cubic ft.)

1) For cubic (a =b = c=1):

V = 1 x 1 x 1= 1

A= 6 x (1 x 1) =6

(V/A)=1/6=0.1667

2) For sphere (D = 1.2407):

V=pD3/6=3.1416x1.24073/6=1

A=pD2= 3.1416x1.24072=4.8360

(V/A)=1/4.8360=0.2068

3) For Cylinder (assume D=H, then D=1.0839)

V =  pD2H/4=3.1416x1.08393=1

A =  pDH +2(pD2/4)=px1.08392+1.5709x1.08392 =5.5363

(V/A)=1/5.5363=0.1806



Risers and Riser Design

� Blind risers - contained entirely within the mold cavity

� Open risers – are exposed to the air 

� Live (or Hot) risers - receive the last hot metal that enters 
the mold

� Dead (or Cold) risers – receive metal that has already flowed 
through the mold cavity

� Top risers – sit on top of a casting

� Side risers – located adjacent to the mold cavity, displaced 
along the parting line.



Risers and Riser Design

� Riser must be separated from the casting upon 
completion so the connection area must be as small as 
possible

Schematic of a sand casting mold, showing a) an open-type top riser and b) a blind-

type side riser. The side riser is a live riser, receiving the last hot metal to enter the 

mold. The top riser is a dead riser, receiving metal that has flowed through the mold 

cavity. 



Riser Aids
� Riser’s performance may be enhanced by speeding the 

solidification of the casting (chills) or slowing down 
the solidification (sleeves or toppings)

� External chills
◦ Masses of high-heat capacity material placed in the mold

◦ Absorb heat and accelerate cooling in specific regions

� Internal chills
◦ Pieces of metal that are placed in the mold cavity and promote 

rapid solidification

◦ Ultimately become part of the cast part



Calculation of Riser Size
� from Chvorinov’s rule:

ts=B(V/A)n, where n=1.5 to 2.0
� Minimum size of a riser:

Triser =1.25 Tcasting , 
assume n=2, then 
◦ (V/A)2

riser  =1.25 (V/A)2
casting 

For a side Cylindrical Riser with Diameter D and Height H:

Volume: V =  pD2H/4
Area:     A =  pDH + 2(pD2/4)



Furnaces for Casting Processes

� Furnaces most commonly used in 
foundries:
◦ Cupolas

◦ Direct fuel-fired furnaces

◦ Crucible furnaces

◦ Electric-arc furnaces

◦ Induction furnaces 



Cupolas

Vertical cylindrical furnace equipped with 
tapping spout near base  

� Used only for cast irons
◦ Although other furnaces are also used, the largest 

tonnage of cast iron is melted in cupolas  

� The "charge," consisting of iron, coke, flux, 
and possible alloying elements, is loaded 
through a charging door located less than 
halfway up height of cupola  



Cupola furnace



Direct Fuel-Fired Furnaces

Small open-hearth in which charge is 
heated by natural gas fuel burners located 
on side of furnace  

� Furnace roof assists heating action by 
reflecting flame down against charge  

� At bottom of hearth is a tap hole to 
release molten metal  

� Generally used for nonferrous metals 
such as copper-base alloys and aluminum  



Crucible Furnaces
Metal is melted without direct contact with 

burning fuel mixture  

� Sometimes called indirect fuel-fired furnaces

� Container (crucible) is made of refractory 
material or high-temperature steel alloy  

� Used for nonferrous metals such as bronze, 
brass, and alloys of zinc and aluminum

� Three types used in foundries: (a) lift-out 
type, (b) stationary, (c) tilting  



Crucible Furnaces

Figure shows Three types of crucible furnaces: (a) lift-out crucible, (b) 
stationary pot, from which molten metal must be ladled, and (c) 
tilting-pot furnace.



Crucible furnace



Electric-Arc Furnaces

Charge is melted by heat generated from an electric arc  

� High power consumption, but electric-arc furnaces can be 
designed for high melting capacity 

� Used primarily for melting steel  



Electric Furnaces
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Induction Furnaces
Uses alternating current passing through a coil to develop magnetic field in 

metal

� Induced current causes rapid heating and melting  

� Electromagnetic force field also causes mixing action in liquid metal  

� Since metal does not contact heating elements, environment can be 
closely controlled to produce molten metals of high quality and purity  

� Melting steel, cast iron, and aluminum alloys are common applications in 

foundry work



Ladles
� Moving molten metal from melting furnace 

to mold is sometimes done using crucibles  

� More often, transfer is accomplished by 
ladles

Two common types of ladles: (a) crane ladle, and (b) two-man ladle.



� Removal, Cleaning, Finishing and Inspection

◦ After the casting is removed from the mould it is
thoroughly cleaned and the excess material
usually along the parting line and the place where
the molten metal was poured, is removed using a
portable grinder.

◦ White light inspection, pressure test, magnetic
particle inspection, radiographic test, ultrasonic
inspection etc. are used



Cleaning and Finishing
1.Casting is taken out of the mould by shaking and

the Moulding sand is recycled often with suitable
additions.

2.The remaining sand, some of which may be
embedded in the casting, is removed by means of
Shot blasting.

3.The excess material in the form of sprue, runners,
gates etc., along with the flashes formed due to flow
of molten metal into the gaps is broken manuaaly
in case of brittle casting or removed by sawing and
grinding in case of ductile grinding.

4.The entire casting is then cleaned by either shot
blasting or chemical pickling.

5.Sometimes castings are heat treated to achieve
better mechanical properties.



Casting Cleaning :
•The casting is separated from the

mold and transported to the cleaning

department.

•Burned-on sand and scale are

removed.

•Excess metal is removed (Fins, wires,

parting line fins, and gates).

•Subsequently the casting can be

upgraded using welding or other

procedures.

•Final testing and inspection to check

for any defects

Advantages:
•Improves the surface appearance and finish of casting

•Improves overall quality and functionality by removing

impurities, such as sand, scale and excess metal

Finally the sand from the mold is separated and processed

through a reclamation system for further use.



Casting

Refractory mold  pour liquid metal  solidify, remove  finish

• VERSATILE: complex geometry, internal cavities, hollow sections

• VERSATILE: small (~10 grams)  very large parts (~1000 Kg)

• ECONOMICAL: little wastage (extra metal is re-used)

• ISOTROPIC: cast parts have same properties along all directions



Selection of castings of various materials, shapes, and sizes



A casting may be defined as a "metal object obtained by

allowing molten metal to solidify in a mold", the shape of the

object being determined by the shape of the mold cavity.

Certain advantages are inherent in the metal casting

process. These often form the basis for choosing casting

over other shaping processes such as machining, forging,

welding, stamping, rolling, extruding, etc. Some of the

reasons for the success of the casting process are:

•The most intricate of shapes, both external and internal,

may be cast. As a result, many other operations, such as

machining, forging, and welding, can be minimized or

eliminated.

•Because of their physical properties, some metals can only

be cast to shape since they cannot be hot-worked into bars,

rods, plates, or other shapes from ingot form as a

preliminary to other processing.



•Construction may be simplified. Objects may be cast in a

single piece which would otherwise require assembly of

several pieces if made by other methods.

•Metal casting is a process highly adaptable to the

requirements of mass production. Large numbers of a given

casting may be produced very rapidly. For example, in the

automotive industry hundreds of thousands of cast engine

blocks and transmission cases are produced each year.

•Extremely large, heavy metal objects may be cast when they

would be difficult or economically impossible to produce

otherwise. Large pump housing, valves, and hydroelectric

plant parts weighing up to 200 tons illustrate this advantage of

the casting process.



Some engineering properties are obtained more favorably in 

cast metals. 

Examples are:

More uniform properties from a directional standpoint; i.e.,

cast metals exhibit the same properties regardless of which

direction is selected for the test piece relative to the original

casting. This is not generally true for wrought metals.

Strength and lightness in certain light metal alloys, which can

be produced only as castings.

Good bearing qualities are obtained in casting metals.

•A decided economic advantage may exist as a result of any one

or a combination of points mentioned above. The price and sale

factor is a dominant one which continually weighs the

advantages and limitations of process used in a competitive of

enterprise.



Different Casting Processes

Process Advantages Disadvantages Examples

Sand many metals, sizes, shapes, 

cheap

poor finish & 

tolerance

engine blocks, 

cylinder heads

Shell mold better accuracy, finish, higher 

production rate

limited part size connecting rods, 

gear housings

Expendable

pattern

Wide range of metals, sizes, 

shapes

patterns have low 

strength

cylinder heads, 

brake components

Plaster mold complex shapes, good surface 

finish

non-ferrous metals, 

low production rate

prototypes of 

mechanical parts

Ceramic mold complex shapes, high 

accuracy, good finish

small sizes impellers, injection 

mold tooling

Investment complex shapes, excellent 

finish

small parts, 

expensive

jewellery

Permanent

mold

good finish, low porosity, high 

production rate

Costly mold, simpler 

shapes only

gears, gear 

housings 

Die Excellent dimensional 

accuracy, high production rate

costly dies, small 

parts,

non-ferrous metals

gears, camera 

bodies, car wheels

Centrifugal Large cylindrical parts, good 

quality

Expensive, few 

shapes

pipes, boilers, 

flywheels



Casting Defects

Depending on casting design and method, 
several defects can develop in castings. 
Defects may occur due to one or more of the 
following reasons:
◦ Fault in design of casting pattern

◦ Fault in design on mold and core

◦ Fault in design of gating system and riser

◦ Improper choice of moulding sand

◦ Improper metal composition

◦ Inadequate melting temperature and rate of 
pouring



Classification of casting defects

Casting defects

Surface

Defect

Internal Defect Visible defects

Blow

Scar

Blister

Drop

Scab

Penetration

Buckle

Blow holes

Porosity

Pin holes

Inclusions

Dross

Wash

Rat tail

Swell

Misrun

Cold shut

Hot tear

Shrinkage/Shift



Surface Defects

� These are due to poor design and quality of sand molds and 
general cause is poor ramming

� Blow is relatively large cavity produced by gases which 
displace molten metal from convex surface. 

� Scar is shallow blow generally occurring on a  flat surface.

� A scar covered with a thin layer of metal is called blister. 

� These are due to improper permeability or venting. 
Sometimes excessive gas forming constituents in moulding 
sand



� Drop is an irregularly-shaped projection on the cope surface 
caused by dropping of sand. 

� A scab when an up heaved sand gets separated from the mould 
surface and the molten metal flows between the displaced sand 
and the mold. 

� Penetration occurs when the molten metal flows between the 
sand particles in the mould. These defects are due to 
inadequate strength of the mold and high temperature of the 
molten metal adds on it.

� Buckle is a vee-shaped depression on the surface of a flat 
casting caused by expansion of a thin layer of sand at the 
mould face. A proper amount of volatile additives in moulding 
material could eliminate this defect by providing room for 
expansion. 



Internal Defects

� The internal defects found in the castings are mainly
due to trapped gases and dirty metal. Gases get trapped
due to hard ramming or improper venting. These defects
also occur when excessive moisture or excessive gas
forming materials are used for mould making.

� Blow holes are large spherical shaped gas bubbles,

� porosity indicates a large number of uniformly
distributed tiny holes.

� Pin holes are tiny blow holes appearing just below the
casting surface.

� Inclusions are the non-metallic particles in the metal
matrix, Lighter impurities appearing the casting surface
are dross.



Visible Defects



Insufficient mould strength, insufficient metal, low pouring
temperature, and bad design of casting are some of the
common causes.

� Wash is a low projection near the gate caused by erosion
of sand by the flowing metal.

� Rat tail is a long, shallow, angular depression caused by
expansion of the sand.

� Swell is the deformation of vertical mould surface due to
hydrostatic pressure caused by moisture in the sand.

� Misrun and cold shut are caused by insufficient
superheat provided to the liquid metal.

� Hot tear is the crack in the casting caused by high
residual stresses.

� Shrinkage is essentially solidification contraction and
occurs due to improper use of Riser.

� Shift is due to misalignment of two parts of the mould or
incorrect core location.



Casting Defects:



Casting Quality

� There are numerous opportunities for 
things to go wrong in a casting operation, 
resulting in quality defects in the product  

� The defects can be classified as follows:
◦ General defects common to all casting processes

◦ Defects related to sand casting process



A casting that has solidified before 
completely filling mold cavity  

Some common defects in castings: (a) misrun

General Defects: Misrun



Two portions of metal flow together but 
there is a lack of fusion due to premature 
freezing  

Some common defects in castings: (b) cold shut

General Defects: Cold Shut



Metal splatters during pouring and solid 
globules form and become entrapped 
in casting

Some common defects in castings: (c) cold shot 

General Defects: Cold Shot



Depression in surface or internal void caused 
by solidification shrinkage that restricts 
amount of molten metal available in last 

region to freeze  

Some common defects in castings: (d) shrinkage cavity

General Defects: Shrinkage Cavity



Balloon-shaped gas cavity caused by 
release of mold gases during pouring  

Common defects in sand castings: (a) sand blow 

Sand Casting Defects: Sand Blow



Formation of many small gas cavities at 
or slightly below surface of casting 

Common defects in sand castings: (b) pin holes

Sand Casting Defects: Pin Holes



When fluidity of liquid metal is high, it may 
penetrate into sand mold or core, causing 
casting surface to consist of a mixture of 
sand grains and metal

Common defects in sand castings: (e) penetration

Sand Casting Defects: Penetration



A step in cast product at parting line caused 
by sidewise relative displacement of cope 
and drag 

Common defects in sand castings: (f) mold shift

Sand Casting Defects: Mold Shift



Investment Casting (Lost Wax Process)
A pattern made of wax is coated with a

refractory material to make mold, after
which wax is melted away prior to pouring
molten metal

� "Investment" comes from a less familiar
definition of "invest" - "to cover completely,"
which refers to coating of refractory
material around wax pattern

� It is a precision casting process - capable of
producing castings of high accuracy and
intricate detail
http://www.metacafe.com/watch/8342404/investment_casting_process/



Investment 

Casting

• FIGURE  5.25  

Schematic illustration 

of investment casting 

(lost-wax process). 

Castings by this 

method can be made 

with very fine detail and 

from a variety of 

metals. Source: Steel 

Founders’ Society of 

America.
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Investment Casting

Figure 11.8  Steps in investment casting: (1) wax patterns are 
produced, (2) several patterns are attached to a sprue to form a 
pattern tree  
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Investment Casting

Figure 11.8  Steps in investment casting: (3) the pattern tree is coated with 
a thin layer of refractory material, (4) the full mold is formed by covering 
the coated tree with sufficient refractory material to make it rigid 
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Investment Casting

Figure 11.8  Steps in investment casting: (5) the mold is held in an inverted 
position and heated to melt the wax and permit it to drip out of the 
cavity, (6) the mold is preheated to a high temperature, the molten metal 
is poured, and it solidifies 



Investment Casting

Figure 11.8  Steps in investment casting: (7) the mold is broken 
away from the finished casting and the parts are separated 
from the sprue



Investment Casting

Figure 11 9  A one-piece compressor stator with 108 separate 
airfoils made by investment casting (photo courtesy of 
Howmet Corp.).



Advantages and Disadvantages

� Advantages of investment casting:
◦ Parts of great complexity and intricacy can be cast

◦ Close dimensional control and good surface finish 

◦ Wax can usually be recovered for reuse 

◦ Additional machining is not normally required - this is 
a net shape process

� Disadvantages
◦ Many processing steps are required

◦ Relatively expensive process



Die Casting

A permanent mold casting process in which 
molten metal is injected into mold cavity 
under high pressure  

� Pressure is maintained during solidification, 
then mold is opened and part is removed  

� Molds in this casting operation are called 
dies; hence the name die casting  

� Use of high pressure to force metal into die 
cavity is what distinguishes this from other 
permanent mold processes  



Die Casting Machines

� Designed to hold and accurately close 
two mold halves and keep them closed 
while liquid metal is forced into cavity  

� Two main types: 
1. Hot-chamber machine

2. Cold-chamber machine 



Hot-Chamber Die Casting

Metal is melted in a container, and a piston 
injects liquid metal under high pressure into 
the die  

� High production rates - 500 parts per hour 
not uncommon  

� Applications limited to low melting-point 
metals that do not chemically attack plunger 
and other mechanical components  

� Casting metals: zinc, tin, lead, and magnesium  



Hot-Chamber Die Casting

Figure 11.13  Cycle in hot-chamber casting: (1) with die closed and 
plunger withdrawn, molten metal flows into the chamber (2) plunger 
forces metal in chamber to flow into die, maintaining pressure during 
cooling and solidification. 



Cold-Chamber Die Casting Machine

Molten metal is poured into unheated chamber from 
external melting container, and a piston injects 
metal under high pressure into die cavity  

� High production but not usually as fast as 
hot-chamber machines because of pouring step  

� Casting metals: aluminum, brass, and magnesium 
alloys  

� Advantages of hot-chamber process favor its use 
on low melting-point alloys (zinc, tin, lead)  
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Cold-Chamber Die Casting

Figure 11.14  Cycle in cold-chamber casting: (1) with die closed 
and ram withdrawn, molten metal is poured into the chamber
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Cold-Chamber Die Casting

Figure 11.14  Cycle in cold-chamber casting: (2) ram forces metal to 

flow into die, maintaining pressure during cooling and solidification.
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Molds for Die Casting

� Usually made of tool steel, mold steel, or 
maraging steel  

� Tungsten and molybdenum (good 
refractory qualities) used to die cast steel 
and cast iron  

� Ejector pins required to remove part 
from die when it opens  

� Lubricants must be sprayed into cavities 
to prevent sticking  
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Advantages and Limitations

� Advantages of die casting:
◦ Economical for large production quantities

◦ Good accuracy and surface finish 

◦ Thin sections are possible 

◦ Rapid cooling provides small grain size and good 
strength to casting

� Disadvantages:
◦ Generally limited to metals with low metal points

◦ Part geometry must allow removal from die



Permanent Mold Casting -
Die Casting

Hot-chamber machines :

Metal molten in container attached to machine. Typical 
injection pressures are 7 to 35 MPa. The piston is 
subjected to the melting temperature of the metal and 
thus the process is often used for low melting point 
metals such as zinc, tin, lead or magnesium alloys.

Cold-chamber machines

Molten metal is poured into an unheated chamber from 
an external container. Typical injection pressures are 14 
to 140 MPa. Often used for high melting point metal 
such as aluminum, brass, and magnesium alloys.



Die Casting in Hot-Chamber Process

• FIGURE  5.28  Sequence of steps in die casting of a part in the hot-chamber 

process. Source: Courtesy of Foundry Management and Technology.



Die Casting in Cold-Chamber Process

• FIGURE  5.29  Sequence of operations in die casting of a part in the cold-

chamber process.







Permanent Mold Casting -
Die Casting

� Mold made of tool steel.

� Mold opening mechanism to be 
synchronized with ejector pins.

� Venting is needed for air and gas 
typically at the parting surface.

� Flash formation is common.



Permanent Mold Casting -
Die Casting
Pros:

◦ High production rates are possible.

◦ Economical for large quantities.

◦ Close tolerances are possible ( 0.076 mm).

◦ Good surface finish.

◦ Thin sections are possible (down to 0.5 mm).

◦ Rapid cooling, fine grain, high strength.

Cons:

◦ melting point of metals.

◦ shape restriction.



Centrifugal Casting

A family of casting processes in which the 
mold is rotated at high speed so 
centrifugal force distributes molten metal 
to outer regions of die cavity  

� The group includes: 
◦ True centrifugal casting

◦ Semicentrifugal casting

◦ Centrifuge casting  



True Centrifugal Casting

Molten metal is poured into rotating mold 
to produce a tubular part  

� In some operations, mold rotation 
commences after pouring rather than 
before  

� Parts: pipes, tubes, bushings, and rings  

� Outside shape of casting can be round, 
octagonal, hexagonal, etc , but inside shape 
is (theoretically) perfectly round, due to 
radially symmetric forces   



True Centrifugal Casting

Figure 11.15  Setup for true centrifugal casting.



Semicentrifugal Casting
Centrifugal force is used to produce solid 

castings rather than tubular parts  

� Molds are designed with risers at center 
to supply feed metal  

� Density of metal in final casting is greater 
in outer sections than at center of 
rotation  

� Often used on parts in which center of 
casting is machined away, thus eliminating 
the portion where quality is lowest  

� Examples: wheels and pulleys  



Centrifuge Casting

Mold is designed with part cavities located 
away from axis of rotation, so that molten 
metal poured into mold is distributed to 
these cavities by centrifugal force  

� Used for smaller parts 

� Radial symmetry of part is not required as 
in other centrifugal casting methods  



Centrifugal Casting Process

FIGURE  5.30  Schematic illustration of the centrifugal casting process. 

Pipes, cylinder liners, and similarly shaped parts can be cast by this 

process.



Semicentrifugal Casting 

Process

•FIGURE  5.31  (a) Schematic illustration of the semicentrifugal casting process. (b) 
Schematic illustration of casting by centrifuging. The molds are placed at the 
periphery of the machine, and the molten metal is forced into the molds by centrifugal 
forces.





FOUNDARY MECHANISATION

� SUBSTITUTION OF LABOUR BY MACHINES.

� DEPENDS UPON :

� ECONOMICAL CONSIDERATION

� REPETATIVE/MASS PRODUCTION OF ITEMS.

� AREAS OF APPLICATION :

� SAND PREPARATION UNIT: MAGNETIC SEPARATOR.

� MOULDING AND CORE MAKING UNIT : JOLT SQEEZEER

� MELTING & POURING : MECHANICALLY OPERATED LADLES, 
CONVEYORS, CRANES, TILTING MACHINE.

� MATERIAL HANDLING : BELT CONVEYORS, CRANES, 
ELEVATORS, MONORAILS ETC.





MOLDS / MOULDS

By:

Dr. R.H.PARIKH



Mould making

� A mould is a hollowed-out block that is filled with a
liquid like plastic , glass , metal , or ceramic raw
materials .The liquid hardens or sets inside the mould
, adopting its shape .A mould is the opposite of a cast
the manufacture who makes the moulds is called the
mould maker . A release agent is typically used to
make removal of the hardened/set substance from the
mould easier



Mould Making

The mould is formed in a mould box (flask), which is typically

constructed in two halves to assist in removing the pattern. Sand

moulds are temporary so a new mould must be formed for each

individual casting. The bottom half of the mould (the drag) is formed

on a molding board. Cores require greater strength to hold their

form during pouring. Dimensional precision also needs to be

greater because interior surfaces are more difficult to machine,

making errors costly to fix.

Cores are formed using one of the chemical binding systems. Once

the core is inserted, the top half of the mould (the cope) is placed on

top. The interface between the two mould halves is called a parting

line. Weights may be placed on the cope to help secure the two

halves together, particularly for metals that expand during cooling .



� Major components of sand molds:
Flask – supports the mold

Pouring basin – in which molten metal is poured in to

Sprue – through which molten metal flows downward

Runner system – channels that carry molten metal from 
the sprue

Risers - supply additional metal to the casting during 
shrinkage.  

Cores 
� Inserts made of sand

� Used to make hollow regions 

� Used to form letterings on the casting and other features

Vents – used to carry off gases that are produced and 
exhaust air from the mold cavity as metal flows on to the 
mold



A mold should have the following characteristics:

i) The mold must be strong enough to hold the weight of the

metal

ii) The mold must resist the erosive action of the rapidly flowing

metal during pouring

iii) The mold must generate minimum amount of gas when filled

with molten metal

iv) The mold must be constructed in such a way that any gasses

formed can pass through the body of the mold itself

(permeability)

v) The mold must be refractory enough to withstand the high

temperature of the metal

vi) The mold must collapse easily after the casting solidifies



Desirable Mold Properties
• Strength - to maintain shape and resist erosion  

• Permeability - to allow hot air and gases to pass 
through voids in sand  

• Thermal stability - to resist cracking on contact with 
molten metal  

• Collapsibility - ability to give way and allow casting to 
shrink without cracking the casting 

• Reusability - can sand from broken mold be reused to 
make other molds? 



A mold is the container that has the cavity of the shape to be cast. It may be

made of metal, plaster, ceramics, or other refractory substances. Good castings

can not be produced without good molds

There are two types of molds:

1. Permanent mold: A mold used more than once. They are generally produced

from metallic materials such as; heat resisting (Ni-Cr) steels.

2. Expendable mold: A mold used only once and then destroyed to separate the

component. They are generally produced from sand. (for casting of ferrous

materials we have to use this type of mold, because melting points of ferrous

materials are very high).

Types of Molds



� Expandable molds – mixed with various types of binders or bonding 
agents

� Sand

� Plaster

� Ceramics

� Note: these molds are able to withstand high temperatures and mold 
is broken up to remove the casting

� Permanent molds - Made of metal

� Subjected to a higher cooling rate

� Affects grain size

� Used repeatedly

� Casting can be removed easily

� Composite molds - Made of two or more materials

� Sand

� Graphite

� Metal

� Combines advantages of each material

� Used to:

� Control cooling rates

� Improve mold strength

� Optimize economics of the process



1. Expendable mold processes - mold is 
sacrificed to remove part 
 Advantage: more complex shapes possible

 Disadvantage: production rates often limited by time to make mold 
rather than casting itself

2. Permanent mold processes - mold is made 
of metal and can be used to make many 
castings  
 Advantage: higher production rates 

 Disadvantage: geometries limited by need to open mold



Expendable Mold Processes

 Sand Casting

 Shell Molding

 Vacuum Molding

 Investment Casting

 Plaster Mold and Ceramic Mold Casting



a) Green Sand Molds: The most common type consisting of

forming the mold from damp molding sand (silica, clay and moisture)

Green-sand molds - mixture of sand, clay, and water; “Green" means

mold contains moisture at time of pouring

b) Skin-dried Molds: It is done in two ways; (1) The sand

around the pattern to a depth of about 1/2 in(10 mm). is mixed with a

binder so that when it is dried it will leave a hard surface on the mold. (2)

Entire mold is made from green sand, but a spray or wash, which

hardens when heat is applied, is used.

Skin-dried mold - drying mold cavity surface of a green-sand mold to a

depth of 10 to 25 mm, using torches or heating lamps

Sand Casting
Types of Sand Mold



• c) Dry Sand Molds: These molds are made entirely from 
fairly coarse molding sand mixed with binders (linseed oil: 
bezir yağı or gelatinised starch: nişasta). They baked before 
being used. A dry sand mold holds its shape when poured 
and is free from gas troubles due to moisture.

• Dry-sand mold - organic binders rather than clay

– And mold is baked to improve strength 



Types of moulding sand

� Green sand

� Dry sand

� Loam sand

� Facing sand

� Backing sand

� Core sand



Foundry Sands 
Silica (SiO2) or silica mixed with other minerals  
� Good refractory properties - capacity to endure high temperatures  
� Small grain size yields better surface finish on the cast part 
� Large grain size is more permeable, allowing gases to escape during 

pouring  
� Irregular grain shapes strengthen molds due to interlocking, 

compared to round grains

� Disadvantage: interlocking tends to reduce permeability

Binders

 Sand is held together by a mixture of water and bonding clay  

 Typical mix: 90% sand, 3% water, and 7% clay  

 Other bonding agents also used in sand molds:

 Organic resins (e g , phenolic resins) 

 Inorganic binders (e g , sodium silicate and phosphate)  

 Additives are sometimes combined with the mixture to 

increase strength and/or permeability



Moulding Sand

� Silica-86 to 90

� Alumina-4 to 8

� Iron oxide-2 to 5

� Smaller amounts of the oxides of Ti , Mn and Ca and 
some alkaline compounds



Moulding  Sand  Properties 

� Permeability 

� Cohesiveness

� Adhesiveness

� plasticity

� Refractoriness

� Chemical Resistivity

� Binding Property

� Flowability

� Collapsibility 



Advantages Disadvantages Recommended
Application

Least Expensive in 

small quantities (less 

than 100)

Ferrous and non -

ferrous metals may 

be cast

Possible to cast very 

large parts.

&bull; Least 

expensive tooling

Dimensional 

accuracy inferior to 

other processes, 

requires larger 

tolerances

Castings usually 

exceed calculated 

weight

Surface finish of 

ferrous castings 

usually exceeds 125 

RMS

Use when 

strength/weight 

ratio permits

Tolerances, 

surface finish and 

low machining 

cost does not 

warrant a more 

expensive process

Sand Casting



Permanent and Semi-

permanent Mold Casting
Advantages Disadvantages Recommended

Application

Less expensive 

than Investment 

or Die Castings

Dimensional 

Tolerances closer 

than Sand 

Castings

Castings are dense 

and pressure tight

Only non-ferrous 

metals may be cast 

by this process

Less competitive 

with Sand Cast 

process when three 

or more sand cores 

are required

Higher tooling cost 

than Sand Cast

Use when 

process 

recommended 

for parts 

subjected to 

hydrostatic 

pressure

Ideal for parts 

having low 

profile, no cores 

and quantities in 

excess of 300



Plaster Cast 
Advantages Disadvantages Recommended

Application

Smooth "As Cast" 

finish (25 RMS)

Closer dimensional 

tolerance than Sand 

Cast

&bull; Intricate 

shapes and fine 

details including 

thinner "As Cast" 

walls are possible

&bull; Large parts 

cost less to cast than 

by Investment 

process

More costly than 

Sand or 

Permanent Mold-

Casting

Limited number of 

sources

Requires 

minimum of 1 deg. 

draft

Use when parts 

require smooth "As 

Cast" surface 

finish and closer 

tolerances than 

possible with Sand 

or Permanent 

Mold Processes



Other Expendable Mold Processes
� Shell Molding

� Vacuum Molding

� Expanded Polystyrene Process

� Investment Casting

� Plaster Mold and Ceramic Mold Casting



Shell Molding 
Casting process in which the mold is a thin shell 

of sand held together by thermosetting resin 
binder 

Figure 11.5  Steps in shell-molding: (1) a match-plate or 
cope-and-drag metal pattern is heated and placed over a box 
containing sand mixed with thermosetting resin.



Shell Molding 

Casting process in which the mold is a thin shell 

of sand held together by resin binder 





Shell Molding
Figure 11.5  Steps in shell-molding: (2) box is inverted so that sand and 

resin fall onto the hot pattern, causing a layer of the mixture to partially 
cure on the surface to form a hard shell; (3) box is repositioned so that 
loose uncured particles drop away; 



Shell Molding
Figure 11.5  Steps in shell-molding: (4) sand shell is heated in oven for 

several minutes to complete curing; (5) shell mold is stripped from the 
pattern; 



Shell Molding

Figure 11.5  Steps in shell-molding: (6) two halves of the shell mold are 
assembled, supported by sand or metal shot in a box, and pouring is 
accomplished; (7) the finished casting with sprue removed.

From www.janfa.com 



Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Shell Molding

 Advantages:
 Smoother cavity surface permits easier flow of molten metal and 

better surface finish on casting  

 Good dimensional accuracy

 Machining often not required

 Mold collapsibility usually avoids cracks in casting  

 Can be mechanized for mass production

 Disadvantages:
 More expensive metal pattern

 Difficult to justify for small quantities



CO2 Molding

Introduction: Co2 Casting is a kind of sand casting process. In this

process the sand molding mixture is hardened by blowing gas over

over the mold. This process is favored by hobby metal casters

because a lot of cost cutting can be done. In addition, one can be sure

of getting dimensionally accurate castings with fine surface finish.

But, this process is not economical than green sand casting process.



Process: The Mold for Co2 Casting is made of a mixture of sand and

liquid silicate binder which is hardened by passing Co2 gas over the mold.

The equipment of the molding process include Co2 cylinder, regulator,

hoses and hand held applicator gun or nozzle. Carbon di oxide molding

deliver great accuracy in production.

Any existing pattern can be used for the molding purpose which can be

placed in the mold before the mold is hardened. This method helps in

producing strong mold and cores that can be used for high end

applications. If the process is carefully executed then casting can be as

precise as produced by the shell casting method.

Carbon di oxide casting is favored both by the commercial foundrymen

and hobbyist for a number of reasons. In commercial operations,

foundrymen can assure customers of affordable castings which require

less machining. The molding process which can be fully automated is

generally used for casting process that require speed, high production

runs and flexibility. In home foundries this is one of the simplest process

that improves the casting quality .



Applications:

Co2 casting process is ideal where speed and flexibility is
the prime requirement. molds and cores of a varied sizes
and shapes can be molded by this process.

Advantages: This process has many advantages in
comparison to other forms of castings some of them are as
follows:
•Compared to other casting methods cores and molds are
strong
•Reduces fuel cost since gas is used instead of to other
costly heating generating elements
•Reduces large requirement for number of mold boxes and
core dryers
•Provides great dimensional tolerance and accuracy in
production
•Moisture is completely eliminated from the molding sand
•This process can be fully automated.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=pla

yer_detailpage&v=AFSFdlbstnw



Floor Molding 



Mold Making



AML - Loop
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WELDING PROCESSES
1. Arc Welding

2. Resistance Welding

3. Oxyfuel Gas Welding

4. Other Fusion Welding Processes

5. Solid State Welding

6. Weld Quality

7. Weldability

8. Design Considerations in Welding



WELDING
� Welding is a materials joining process which 

produces coalescence of materials by heating them to 
suitable temperatures with or without the application 
of pressure or by the application of pressure alone, 
and with or without the use of filler material.  

� Welding is used for making permanent joints. 

� It is used in the manufacture of automobile bodies, aircraft 
frames, railway wagons, machine frames, structural works, 
tanks, furniture, boilers, general repair work and ship building.









TYPES
� Plastic Welding or Pressure Welding

The piece of metal to be joined are heated to a 
plastic state and forced together by external 
pressure

(Ex) Resistance welding 

� Fusion Welding or Non-Pressure Welding
The material at the joint is heated to a molten state and allowed 
to solidify

(Ex) Gas welding, Arc welding



Classification of welding processes:

(i). Arc welding

� Carbon arc

� Metal arc

� Metal inert gas

� Tungsten inert gas

� Plasma arc

� Submerged arc

� Electro-slag

(ii). Gas Welding
� Oxy-acetylene

� Air-acetylene

� Oxy-hydrogen

(iii). Resistance Welding

� Butt

� Spot

� Seam

� Projection

� Percussion

(iv)Thermit Welding

(v)Solid State Welding
Friction

Ultrasonic

Diffusion

Explosive

(vi)Newer Welding

Electron-beam

Laser

(vii)Related Process

Oxy-acetylene cutting

Arc cutting

Hard facing

Brazing

Soldering



Two Categories of Welding 

Processes 
� Fusion welding - coalescence is accomplished by 

melting the two parts to be joined, in some cases 
adding filler metal to the joint
� Examples: arc welding, resistance spot welding, oxyfuel 

gas welding

� Solid state welding - heat and/or pressure are used to 
achieve coalescence, but no melting of base metals 
occurs and no filler metal is added 
� Examples: forge welding, diffusion welding, friction 

welding



Arc Welding (AW)
A fusion welding process in which coalescence of the 

metals is achieved by the heat from an electric arc 
between an electrode and the work

� Electric energy from the arc produces temperatures ~ 
10,000 F (5500 C), hot enough to melt any metal

� Most AW processes add filler metal to increase volume 
and strength of weld joint 



What is an Electric Arc?
An electric arc is a discharge of electric current across a 

gap in a circuit 

� It is sustained by an ionized column of gas (plasma) 
through which the current flows 

� To initiate the arc in AW, electrode is brought into 
contact with work and then quickly separated from it 
by a short distance



� A pool of molten metal is formed near electrode 
tip, and as electrode is moved along joint, molten 
weld pool solidifies in its wake 

Arc Welding



Manual Arc Welding 

and Arc Time

� Problems with manual welding:

� Weld joint quality

� Productivity 

� Arc Time = (time arc is on) divided by (hours 
worked)

� Also called “arc-on time”

� Manual welding arc time = 20%

� Machine welding arc time ~ 50%



Two Basic Types of AW Electrodes

� Consumable – consumed during welding process 

� Source of filler metal in arc welding

� Nonconsumable – not consumed during welding 
process

� Filler metal must be added separately if it is added



Consumable Electrodes 
� Forms of consumable electrodes

� Welding rods (a.k.a. sticks) are 9 to 18 inches and 3/8 
inch or less in diameter and must be changed frequently

� Weld wire can be continuously fed from spools with 
long lengths of wire, avoiding frequent interruptions

� In both rod and wire forms, electrode is consumed by 
the arc and added to weld joint as filler metal 



Nonconsumable Electrodes 
� Made of tungsten which resists melting 

� Gradually depleted during welding (vaporization is 
principal mechanism) 

� Any filler metal must be supplied by a separate wire 
fed into weld pool



Arc Shielding
� At high temperatures in AW, metals are chemically 

reactive to oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen in air 

� Mechanical properties of joint can be degraded by these 
reactions  

� To protect operation, arc must be shielded from 
surrounding air in AW processes 

� Arc shielding is accomplished by: 

� Shielding gases, e.g., argon, helium, CO2

� Flux



Flux
A substance that prevents formation of oxides and other 

contaminants in welding, or dissolves them and 
facilitates removal

� Provides protective atmosphere for welding

� Stabilizes arc

� Reduces spattering



Various Flux Application Methods
� Pouring granular flux onto welding operation

� Stick electrode coated with flux material that melts 
during welding to cover operation

� Tubular electrodes in which flux is contained in the 
core and released as electrode is consumed



Power Source in Arc Welding
� Direct current (DC) vs. Alternating current (AC)  

� AC machines less expensive to purchase and operate, 
but generally restricted to ferrous metals

� DC equipment can be used on all metals and is generally 
noted for better arc control



Consumable Electrode 

AW Processes 
� Shielded Metal Arc Welding

� Gas Metal Arc Welding

� Flux-Cored Arc Welding

� Electrogas Welding

� Submerged Arc Welding



Shielded Metal Arc Welding 

(SMAW)
Uses a consumable electrode consisting of a filler metal 

rod coated with chemicals that provide flux and 
shielding 

� Sometimes called "stick welding"

� Power supply, connecting cables, and electrode holder 
available for a few thousand dollars 



Shielded Metal Arc Welding 

(SMAW)



Welding Stick in SMAW

� Composition of filler metal usually close to base 
metal

� Coating: powdered cellulose mixed with oxides and 
carbonates, and held together by a silicate binder  

� Welding stick is clamped in electrode holder 
connected to power source

� Disadvantages of stick welding:

� Sticks must be periodically changed

� High current levels may melt coating prematurely 



Shielded Metal Arc Welding

� Shielded metal arc 
welding (stick 
welding) performed by 
a human welder 
(photo courtesy of 
Hobart Brothers Co.)



SMAW Applications

� Used for steels, stainless steels, cast irons, 
and certain nonferrous alloys 

� Not used or rarely used for aluminum and 
its alloys, copper alloys, and titanium 



Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
Uses a consumable bare metal wire as electrode with 

shielding by flooding arc with a gas

� Wire is fed continuously and automatically from a 
spool through the welding gun 

� Shielding gases include argon and helium for 
aluminum welding, and CO2 for steel welding 

� Bare electrode wire plus shielding gases eliminate slag 
on weld bead  

� No need for manual grinding and cleaning of slag



Gas Metal Arc Welding



GMAW Advantages over SMAW
� Better arc time because of continuous wire electrode

� Sticks must be periodically changed in SMAW

� Better use of electrode filler metal than SMAW

� End of stick cannot be used in SMAW

� Higher deposition rates

� Eliminates problem of slag removal

� Can be readily automated



Flux-Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)
Adaptation of shielded metal arc welding, to overcome 

limitations of stick electrodes - two versions

� Self-shielded FCAW - core includes compounds that 
produce shielding gases

� Gas-shielded FCAW - uses externally applied shielding 
gases

� Electrode is a continuous consumable tubing (in coils) 
containing flux and other ingredients (e.g.,  alloying 
elements) in its core  



Presence or absence of externally supplied shielding gas 
distinguishes: (1) self-shielded - core provides ingredients for 
shielding, (2) gas-shielded - uses external shielding gases

Flux-Cored Arc Welding



Electrogas Welding (EGW)
Uses a continuous consumable electrode, flux-cored 

wire or bare wire with externally supplied shielding 
gases, and molding shoes to contain molten metal

� When flux-cored electrode wire is used and no 
external gases are supplied, then special case of 
self-shielded FCAW  

� When a bare electrode wire used with shielding gases 
from external source, then special case of GMAW  



� Electrogas welding using flux-cored electrode wire: (a) front 
view with molding shoe removed for clarity, and (b) side view 
showing molding shoes on both sides 

Electrogas Welding



Submerged Arc Welding (SAW)

Uses a continuous, consumable bare wire 
electrode, with arc shielding by a cover of 
granular flux 

� Electrode wire is fed automatically from a coil  

� Flux introduced into joint slightly ahead of arc by 
gravity from a hopper

� Completely submerges operation, preventing 
sparks, spatter, and radiation



Submerged Arc Welding



SAW Applications and Products
� Steel fabrication of structural shapes (e.g., I-beams)

� Seams for large diameter pipes, tanks, and pressure 
vessels

� Welded components for heavy machinery 

� Most steels (except hi C steel) 

� Not good for nonferrous metals



Nonconsumable Electrode 

Processes 
� Gas Tungsten Arc Welding

� Plasma Arc Welding

� Carbon Arc Welding 

� Stud Welding 



Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW)

Uses a nonconsumable tungsten electrode and an 
inert gas for arc shielding 

� Melting point of tungsten = 3410C (6170F)

� A.k.a. Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding 

� In Europe, called "WIG welding" 

� Used with or without a filler metal 

� When filler metal used, it is added to weld pool 
from separate rod or wire

� Applications: aluminum and stainless steel mostly



Gas Tungsten Arc Welding



Advantages and Disadvantages of 

GTAW
Advantages:

� High quality welds for suitable applications

� No spatter because no filler metal through arc

� Little or no post-weld cleaning because no flux

Disadvantages:

� Generally slower and more costly than consumable 
electrode AW processes



Plasma Arc Welding (PAW)
Special form of GTAW in which a constricted plasma arc 

is directed at weld area 

� Tungsten electrode is contained in a nozzle that 
focuses a high velocity stream of inert gas (argon) into 
arc region to form a high velocity, intensely hot plasma 
arc stream 

� Temperatures in PAW reach 28,000C (50,000F), due 
to constriction of arc, producing a plasma jet of small 
diameter and very high energy density



Plasma Arc Welding



Advantages and Disadvantages of 

PAW 
Advantages:

� Good arc stability and excellent weld quality

� Better penetration control than other AW processes

� High travel speeds

� Can be used to weld almost any metals

Disadvantages:

� High equipment cost 

� Larger torch size than other AW processes
� Tends to restrict access in some joints



Resistance Welding (RW)
A group of fusion welding processes that use a 

combination of heat and pressure to accomplish 
coalescence 

� Heat generated by electrical resistance to current flow 
at junction to be welded 

� Principal RW process is resistance spot welding (RSW)



Resistance Welding

� Resistance welding, 
showing 
components in spot 
welding, the main 
process in the RW 
group



Components in Resistance Spot 

Welding
� Parts to be welded (usually sheet metal)

� Two opposing electrodes

� Means of applying pressure to squeeze parts between 
electrodes

� Power supply from which a controlled current can be 
applied for a specified time duration



Advantages and Drawbacks of 

Resistance Welding
Advantages:

� No filler metal required

� High production rates possible

� Lends itself to mechanization and automation

� Lower operator skill level than for arc welding

� Good repeatability and reliability 

Disadvantages:

� High initial equipment cost

� Limited to lap joints for most RW processes 



Resistance Spot Welding (RSW)

Resistance welding process in which fusion of faying surfaces 
of a lap joint is achieved at one location by opposing 
electrodes 

� Used to join sheet metal parts

� Widely used in mass production of automobiles, metal 
furniture, appliances, and other sheet metal products 

� Typical car body has ~ 10,000 spot welds 

� Annual production of automobiles in the world is 
measured in tens of millions of units



� (a) Spot welding cycle

� (b) Plot of force and 
current 

� Cycle: (1) parts inserted 
between electrodes, (2) 
electrodes close, (3) 
current on, (4) current 
off, (5) electrodes 
opened

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 

Fundamentals of Modern Manufacturing 4/e

Spot Welding Cycle



Resistance Seam Welding (RSEW)

Uses rotating wheel electrodes to produce a 
series of overlapping spot welds along lap 
joint

� Can produce air-tight joints  

� Applications: 

� Gasoline tanks 

� Automobile mufflers 

� Various sheet metal containers



Resistance Seam Welding



Resistance Projection Welding 

(RPW)
A resistance welding process in which coalescence 

occurs at one or more small contact points on the parts 

� Contact points determined by design of parts to be 
joined

� May consist of projections, embossments, or localized 
intersections of parts



� (1) Start of operation, contact between parts is at 
projections; (2) when current is applied, weld nuggets 
similar to spot welding are formed at the projections

Resistance Projection Welding



Cross-Wire Welding



Other Resistance Projection 

Welding Operations
� (a) Welding of fastener on sheetmetal and (b) cross-

wire welding



Oxyfuel Gas Welding (OFW)
Group of fusion welding operations that burn various 

fuels mixed with oxygen 

� OFW employs several types of gases, which is the 
primary distinction among the members of this group  

� Oxyfuel gas is also used in flame cutting torches to cut 
and separate metal plates and other parts

� Most important OFW process is oxyacetylene welding 



Oxyacetylene Welding (OAW)
Fusion welding performed by a high temperature flame 

from combustion of acetylene and oxygen 

� Flame is directed by a welding torch

� Filler metal is sometimes added 

� Composition must be similar to base metal

� Filler rod often coated with flux to clean surfaces and 
prevent oxidation 



Oxyacetylene Welding



Acetylene (C2H2) 
� Most popular fuel among OFW group because it is 

capable of higher temperatures than any other 

� Up to 3480C (6300F)  

� Two stage reaction of acetylene and oxygen:

� First stage reaction (inner cone of flame) 

C2H2 + O2  2CO + H2 + heat

� Second stage reaction (outer envelope)

2CO + H2 + 1.5O2  2CO2 + H2O + heat



� Maximum temperature reached at tip of inner cone, while 
outer envelope spreads out and shields work surface from 
atmosphere 

� Shown below is neutral flame of oxyacetylene torch 
indicating temperatures achieved

Oxyacetylene Torch



Safety Issue in OAW
� Together, acetylene and oxygen are highly flammable

� C2H2 is colorless and odorless

� It is therefore processed to have characteristic garlic 
odor 



OAW Safety Issue

� C2H2 is physically unstable at pressures much above 15 
lb/in2 (about 1 atm) 

� Storage cylinders are packed with porous filler 
material saturated with acetone (CH3COCH3)

� Acetone dissolves about 25 times its own volume of 
acetylene

� Different screw threads are standard on C2H2 and O2
cylinders and hoses to avoid accidental connection of 
wrong gases 



Alternative Gases for OFW 
� Methylacetylene-Propadiene (MAPP)

� Hydrogen

� Propylene

� Propane

� Natural Gas



TYPES OF FLAMES…

� Oxygen is turned on, flame immediately changes into a long white 
inner area (Feather) surrounded by a transparent blue envelope is 
called Carburizing flame (30000c)

� Addition of little more oxygen give a bright whitish cone surrounded by 
the transparent blue envelope is called Neutral flame (It has a balance 
of fuel gas and oxygen) (32000c)

� Used for welding steels, aluminium, copper and cast iron

� If more oxygen is added, the cone becomes darker and more pointed, 
while the envelope becomes shorter and more fierce is called 
Oxidizing flame

� Has the highest temperature about 34000c

� Used for welding brass and brazing operation



Three basic types of oxyacetylene flames used in oxyfuel-gas welding and 

cutting operations: (a) neutral flame; (b) oxidizing flame; (c) carburizing, or 

reducing flame. 



Three basic types of oxyacetylene flames used in oxyfuel-gas 

welding and cutting operations:

(a) neutral flame;  (b) oxidizing flame; (c) carburizing, or 

reducing flame. 



� Ferrous metal is heated in to red hot condition and a jet of 
pure oxygen is projected onto the surface, which rapidly 
oxidizes

� Oxides having lower melting point than the metal, melt and 
are blown away by the force of the jet, to make a cut

� Fast and efficient method of cutting steel to a high degree of 
accuracy

� Torch is different from welding
� Cutting torch has preheat orifice and one central orifice for 

oxygen jet
� PIERCING and GOUGING are two important operations
� Piercing, used to cut a hole at the centre of the plate or away 

from the edge of the plate
� Gouging, to cut a groove into the steel surface

GAS CUTTING



GAS CUTTING…

Manual Gas Cutting





MIG – Metal Inert Gas Welding
� May be called GMAW (Gas Metal Arc Welding)

� Avoid cutting in drafty or windy conditions

� Molten pool is shielded by the inert gas envelope

� Joints are stronger, more ductile, and more 
corrosion resistant

� Flux center wire has slag; Solid wire has no slag, 
thus eliminating slag inclusion

� Welded metal does not readily distort



�Power Supply 

�Gas Supply

�Wire feeder

�Gun and Whip

�Process



MIG Machine Operation
� Wire is fed at a pre-set rate

� Gas flows at about 35 cubic feet per hour and is 
directed around the welding wire for shielding



Advantages       

Disadvantages
 Welding can be done in all 

positions

 High rates of metal 
deposition

 Excellent filling ability for 
poor-fit joints

 High weld Quality

 No electrode stub loss

 Less distortion due to narrow, 
deep weld profile

 Easier process to learn and 
use

 Welding power source 
expensive

 Shielding gas expensive

 Higher electrode wire cost

 Most machines require three-
phase input power

 Not as versatile as SMAW for 
maintenance

 Welding cast iron

 Cutting

 Carbon arc torch applications



� Stationary 

� Portable

� Integrated

� Nonintegrated

� Advantages and 

Disadvantages 

� Adjustments



� Containers

� Regulators

� Ball and Dial indicators 

� Gases                                     Materials

� Carbon dioxide Steel

� Argon Stainless Steel

� Helium Aluminum

� Oxygen



� Types

� Integrated

� Component

� Advantages 

� Disadvantages

� Parts

 Feed motor

 Drive Assembly

 Spool Assembly

 Wire speed control

 Computer controller



� Gun Types

Inline

Handle

� Gun 
Characteristics

Wire Guide

 Tips

Shielding Gas 
Nozzle

Insulator

Internal Gun wire 
driver

� Whip Characteristics

Shielding Gas

Sheath 

Liner

Power feed



� Wire Types

Hard Wire (Solid)

Dual Shield 

Flux Core

� Polarity

DCRP

DCSP

� Advantages

� Disadvantages 

� Advantages 

� Disadvantages



� http://MSN.yahoo.com/ 
Business_and_Economy/  
Companies/Manufacturing/     
Metal_Working/Welding/        
Equipment

� www.ewi.org

� www.miller.com





TIG
� Welding process uses a non-consumable tungsten 

electrode to form an arc which is shielded by inert 
gas

� Filler rod may or may not be used

� AC or DC

� Argon or Helium gas used

� Torch needs current and inert gas to weld

� Ceramic cone protects electrode

� Air cooled or water cooled



Advantages of TIG
� Clean welds – no flux
� Weld strength is high
� All position use
� Visibility is high
� Narrow beads – distortion is low
� No Spatter
� Weld all weldable metals
� Best for Aluminum and Magnesium
� Best for thinner metal



Disadvantages of TIG
� Skill required – more complicated

� High Frequency interference may occur (radios, TV’s, 
etc.)



Inert Gases for Shielding
� Argon

� Cheap – comes from air
� Heavier than air – blankets 

weld well
� Provides clean welding of 

Aluminum and Magnesium
� Best with AC

� Helium
� Arc voltage is greater
� Hotter arc
� Deeper Penetration
� Fast Speed
� Less Distortion
� May spatter more than Argon

� Carbon Dioxide
� Cooling effect

� Low cost

� Produces Spatter

� Deep penetration

� Not same inert 
characteristics as Argon and 
Helium



Other Fusion Welding Processes 
FW processes that cannot be classified as arc, resistance, 

or oxyfuel welding 

� Use unique technologies to develop heat for melting

� Applications are typically unique 

� Processes include:

� Electron beam welding

� Laser beam welding

� Electroslag welding

� Thermit welding



Electron Beam Welding (EBW)
Fusion welding process in which heat for welding is 

provided by a highly-focused, high-intensity stream of 
electrons striking work surface 

� Electron beam gun operates at:

� High voltage (e.g., 10 to 150 kV typical) to accelerate 
electrons 

� Beam currents are low (measured in milliamps)

� Power in EBW not exceptional, but power density is 



EBW Vacuum Chamber
� When first developed, EBW had to be carried out in a 

vacuum chamber to minimize disruption of electron 
beam by air molecules 

� Serious inconvenience in production

� Pumpdown time can take as long as an hour  



Three Vacuum Levels in EBW

1. High-vacuum welding – welding in same vacuum 
chamber as beam generation to produce highest quality 
weld

2. Medium-vacuum welding – welding in separate chamber 
but partial vacuum reduces pump-down time

3. Non-vacuum welding – welding done at or near 
atmospheric pressure, with work positioned close to 
electron beam generator - requires vacuum divider to 
separate work from beam generator



EBW Advantages and 

Disadvantages of EBW

Advantages:
� High-quality welds, deep and narrow profiles
� Limited heat affected zone, low thermal distortion  
� No flux or shielding gases needed
Disadvantages:
� High equipment cost
� Precise joint preparation & alignment required
� Vacuum chamber required
� Safety concern: EBW generates x-rays

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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Laser Beam Welding (LBW)
Fusion welding process in which coalescence is achieved 

by energy of a highly concentrated, coherent light 
beam focused on joint

� LBW normally performed with shielding gases to 
prevent oxidation

� Filler metal not usually added

� High power density in small area

� So LBW often used for small parts
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Comparison: LBW vs. EBW
� No vacuum chamber required for LBW

� No x-rays emitted in LBW

� Laser beams can be focused and directed by optical 
lenses and mirrors

� LBW not capable of the deep welds and high 
depth-to-width ratios of EBW  

� Maximum LBW depth = ~ 19 mm (3/4 in), whereas EBW 
depths = 50 mm (2 in)
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Thermit Welding (TW)
FW process in which heat for coalescence is produced by 

superheated molten metal from the chemical reaction 
of thermite

� Thermite = mixture of Al and Fe3O4 fine powders that 
produce an exothermic reaction when ignited 

� Also used for incendiary bombs 

� Filler metal obtained from liquid metal

� Process used for joining, but has more in common 
with casting than welding 
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� (1) Thermit ignited; (2) crucible tapped, superheated metal 
flows into mold; (3) metal solidifies to produce weld joint

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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TW Applications
� Joining of railroad rails

� Repair of cracks in large steel castings and forgings

� Weld surface is often smooth enough that no finishing 
is required

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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Brazing and Soldering

� Brazing

It is a low temperature joining process. It is 
performed at temperatures above 840º F and it 
generally affords strengths comparable to those of the 
metal which it joins.  It is low temperature in that it is 
done below the melting point of the base metal.  It is 
achieved by diffusion without fusion (melting) of the 
base

Brazing can be classified as
Torch brazing

Dip brazing

Furnace brazing

Induction brazing



Brazing



Advantages

& Disadvantages

Advantages

� Dissimilar metals which canot be welded can be joined by brazing
� Very thin metals can be joined
� Metals with different thickness can be joined easily
� In brazing thermal stresses are not produced in the work piece. Hence 

there is no distortion
� Using this process, carbides tips are brazed on the steel tool holders

Disadvantages

� Brazed joints have lesser strength compared to welding
� Joint preparation cost is more
� Can be used for thin sheet metal sections



Soldering

� It   is a low temperature joining 
process. It is performed at 
temperatures below 840ºF for 
joining.  

� Soldering is used for,

� Sealing, as in automotive 
radiators or tin cans

� Electrical Connections

� Joining thermally sensitive 
components

� Joining dissimilar metals



Solid State Welding (SSW)
� Coalescence of part surfaces is achieved by: 

� Pressure alone, or 

� Heat and pressure 

� If both heat and pressure are used, heat is not enough to melt 
work surfaces

� For some SSW processes, time is also a factor

� No filler metal is added 

� Each SSW process has its own way of creating a bond 
at the faying surfaces
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Success Factors in SSW
� Essential factors for a successful solid state weld are 

that the two faying surfaces must be: 

� Very clean

� In very close physical contact with each other to permit 
atomic bonding 
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SSW Advantages over FW 

Processes
� If no melting, then no heat affected zone, so metal 

around joint retains original properties

� Many SSW processes produce welded joints that bond 
the entire contact interface between two parts rather 
than at distinct spots or seams

� Some SSW processes can be used to bond dissimilar 
metals, without concerns about relative melting 
points, thermal expansions, and other problems that 
arise in FW
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Solid State Welding Processes
� Forge welding

� Cold welding

� Roll welding

� Hot pressure welding

� Diffusion welding

� Explosion welding

� Friction welding

� Ultrasonic welding
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Forge Welding
Welding process in which components to be joined are 

heated to hot working temperature range and then 
forged together by hammering or similar means 

� Historic significance in development of manufacturing 
technology 

� Process dates from about 1000 B.C., when blacksmiths 
learned to weld two pieces of metal 

� Of minor commercial importance today except for its 
variants
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Cold Welding (CW)
SSW process done by applying high pressure between 

clean contacting surfaces at room temperature 

� Cleaning usually done by degreasing and wire 
brushing immediately before joining 

� No heat is applied, but deformation raises work 
temperature 

� At least one of the metals, preferably both, must be 
very ductile 

� Soft aluminum and copper suited to CW

� Applications: making electrical connections
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Roll Welding (ROW)
SSW process in which pressure sufficient to cause 

coalescence is applied by means of rolls, either with or 
without external heat 

� Variation of either forge welding or cold welding, 
depending on whether heating of workparts is done 
prior to process  

� If no external heat, called cold roll welding

� If heat is supplied, hot roll welding
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Roll Welding Applications 
� Cladding stainless steel to mild or low alloy steel for 

corrosion resistance

� Bimetallic strips for measuring temperature

� "Sandwich" coins for U.S mint 
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Diffusion Welding (DFW)
SSW process uses heat and pressure, usually in a 

controlled atmosphere, with sufficient time for 
diffusion and coalescence to occur 

� Temperatures  0.5 Tm

� Plastic deformation at surfaces is minimal  

� Primary coalescence mechanism is solid state diffusion

� Limitation: time required for diffusion can range from 
seconds to hours 
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DFW Applications
� Joining of high-strength and refractory metals in 

aerospace and nuclear industries

� Can be used to join either similar and dissimilar metals

� For joining dissimilar metals, a filler layer of different 
metal is often sandwiched between base metals to 
promote diffusion
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Explosion Welding (EXW)
SSW process in which rapid coalescence of two metallic 

surfaces is caused by the energy of a detonated 
explosive 

� No filler metal used

� No external heat applied  

� No diffusion occurs - time is too short  

� Bonding is metallurgical, combined with mechanical 
interlocking that results from a rippled or wavy 
interface between the metals 
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Commonly used to bond two dissimilar 
metals, in particular to clad one metal on 
top of a base metal over large areas

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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Explosive Welding
� Commonly used to bond two dissimilar metals, e.g., to clad one 

metal on top of a base metal over large areas

� (1) Setup in parallel configuration, and (2) during detonation of 
the explosive charge
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Friction Welding (FRW)
SSW process in which coalescence is achieved by 

frictional heat combined with pressure 

� When properly carried out, no melting occurs at 
faying surfaces

� No filler metal, flux, or shielding gases normally used

� Process yields a narrow HAZ

� Can be used to join dissimilar metals

� Widely used commercial process, amenable to 
automation and mass production 
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� (1) Rotating part, no contact; (2) parts brought into contact to 
generate friction heat; (3) rotation stopped and axial pressure 
applied; and (4) weld created

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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Applications and Limitations of 

Friction Welding
Applications:

� Shafts and tubular parts

� Industries: automotive, aircraft, farm equipment, 
petroleum and natural gas 

Limitations:

� At least one of the parts must be rotational

� Flash must usually be removed (extra operation)

� Upsetting reduces the part lengths (which must be 
taken into consideration in product design)
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Friction Stir Welding (FSW)
SSW process in which a rotating tool is fed along a joint 

line between two workpieces, generating friction heat 
and mechanically stirring the metal to form the weld 
seam

� Distinguished from FRW because heat is generated by 
a separate wear-resistant tool rather than the parts

� Applications: butt joints in large aluminum parts in 
aerospace, automotive, and shipbuilding
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Friction Stir Welding
� (1) Rotating tool just before entering work, and (2) 

partially completed weld seam
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Advantages and Disadvantages of 

Friction Stir Welding
� Advantages

� Good mechanical properties of weld joint

� Avoids toxic fumes, warping, and shielding issues

� Little distortion or shrinkage

� Good weld appearance

� Disadvantages

� An exit hole is produce when tool is withdrawn

� Heavy duty clamping of parts is required
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Ultrasonic Welding (USW)
Two components are held together, and oscillatory shear 

stresses of ultrasonic frequency are applied to interface 
to cause coalescence 

� Oscillatory motion breaks down any surface films to 
allow intimate contact and strong metallurgical 
bonding between surfaces 

� Temperatures are well below Tm

� No filler metals, fluxes, or shielding gases 

� Generally limited to lap joints on soft materials
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� (a) General setup for a lap joint; and (b) close-up of 
weld area
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USW Applications

� Wire terminations and splicing in electrical and 
electronics industry 

� Eliminates need for soldering

� Assembly of aluminum sheet metal panels

� Welding of tubes to sheets in solar panels

� Assembly of small parts in automotive industry
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Weld Quality
Concerned with obtaining an acceptable weld joint that 

is strong and absent of defects

� Also concerned with the methods of inspecting and 
testing the joint to assure its quality

� Topics: 

� Residual stresses and distortion

� Welding defects

� Inspection and testing methods
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Residual Stresses and Distortion
� Rapid heating and cooling in localized regions during 

FW result in thermal expansion and contraction that 
cause residual stresses  

� These stresses, in turn, cause distortion and warpage

� Situation in welding is complicated because:

� Heating is very localized

� Melting of base metals in these regions 

� Location of heating and melting is in motion (at least 
in AW)
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Residual Stresses and Distortion

� (a) Butt welding 
two plates

� (b) Shrinkage

� (c) Residual stress 
patterns

� (d) Likely warping 
of weldment
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Techniques to Minimize Warpage
� Welding fixtures to physically restrain parts 

� Heat sinks to rapidly remove heat

� Tack welding at multiple points along joint to create a 
rigid structure prior to seam welding 

� Selection of welding conditions (speed, amount of 
filler metal used, etc.) to reduce warpage 

� Preheating base parts

� Stress relief heat treatment of welded assembly 

� Proper design of weldment
©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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Welding Defects
� Cracks 

� Cavities

� Solid inclusions 

� Imperfect shape or unacceptable contour 

� Incomplete fusion 

� Miscellaneous defects
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Welding Cracks 
Fracture-type interruptions either in weld or in base 

metal adjacent to weld 

� Serious defect because it is a discontinuity in the metal 
that significantly reduces strength 

� Caused by embrittlement or low ductility of weld 
and/or base metal combined with high restraint 
during contraction 

� In general, this defect must be repaired
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� Various forms of welding cracks
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Cavities
Two defect types, similar to defects found in castings:

1. Porosity - small voids in weld metal formed by gases 
entrapped during solidification 

� Caused by inclusion of atmospheric gases, sulfur in 
weld metal, or surface contaminants 

2. Shrinkage voids - cavities formed by shrinkage during 
solidification 
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Solid Inclusions 
Nonmetallic material entrapped in weld metal 

� Most common form is slag inclusions generated 
during AW processes that use flux 

� Instead of floating to top of weld pool, globules of slag 
become encased during solidification

� Other forms: metallic oxides that form during welding 
of certain metals such as aluminum, which normally 
has a surface coating of Al2O3
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A weld bead in which fusion has not occurred 
throughout entire cross section of joint 

� Several forms of incomplete fusion are shown 
below

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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� (a) Desired profile for single V-groove weld joint, (b) 
undercut - portion of base metal melted away, (c) 
underfill - depression in weld below adjacent base 
metal surface, and (d) overlap - weld metal spills 
beyond joint onto part surface but no fusion occurs

©2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  M P Groover, 
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Inspection and Testing Methods
� Visual inspection 

� Nondestructive evaluation 

� Destructive testing 
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Visual Inspection 
� Most widely used welding inspection method 

� Human inspector visually examines for:

� Conformance to dimensions, wWarpage 

� Cracks, cavities, incomplete fusion, and other surface 
defects

� Limitations: 

� Only surface defects are detectable 

� Welding inspector must also decide if additional tests 
are warranted 
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Nondestructive Evaluation 

(NDE) Tests
� Ultrasonic testing - high frequency sound waves 

through specimen to detect cracks and inclusions

� Radiographic testing - x-rays or gamma radiation 
provide photograph of internal flaws

� Dye-penetrant and fluorescent-penetrant tests - to 
detect small cracks and cavities at part surface

� Magnetic particle testing – iron filings sprinkled on 
surface reveal subsurface defects by distorting 
magnetic field in part
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Destructive Testing 
Tests in which weld is destroyed either during testing or 

to prepare test specimen 

� Mechanical tests - purpose is similar to conventional 
testing methods such as tensile tests, shear tests, etc 

� Metallurgical tests - preparation of metallurgical 
specimens (e.g., photomicrographs) of weldment to 
examine metallic structure, defects, extent and 
condition of heat affected zone, and similar 
phenomena 
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Mechanical Tests in Welding
� (a) Tension-shear test, (b) fillet break test, (c) tension-

shear of spot weld, and (d) peel test for spot weld
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Weldability
Capacity of a metal or combination of metals to be 

welded into a suitable structure, and for the resulting 
weld joint(s) to possess the required metallurgical 
properties to perform satisfactorily in intended service 

� Good weldability characterized by:

� Ease with which welding is accomplished

� Absence of weld defects

� Strength, ductility, and toughness in welded joint 
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Weldability Factors – Welding 

Process
� Some metals or metal combinations can be readily 

welded by one process but are difficult to weld by 
others

� Example: stainless steel readily welded by most AW 
and RW processes, but difficult to weld by OFW 
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Weldability Factors – Base Metal

� Some metals melt too easily; e.g., aluminum

� Metals with high thermal conductivity transfer 
heat away from weld, which causes problems; 
e.g., copper 

� High thermal expansion and contraction in 
metal causes distortion problems

� Dissimilar metals pose problems in welding 
when their physical and/or mechanical 
properties are substantially different
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Other Factors Affecting Weldability

� Filler metal 

� Must be compatible with base metal(s) 

� In general, elements mixed in liquid state that 
form a solid solution upon solidification do not 
cause a problem

� Surface conditions 

� Moisture can result in porosity in fusion zone 

� Oxides and other films on metal surfaces can 
prevent adequate contact and fusion
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Design Considerations in Welding
� Design for welding - product should be designed from 

the start as a welded assembly

� Not as a casting or forging or other formed shape 

� Minimum parts - welded assemblies should consist of 
fewest number of parts possible 

� Example: usually more cost efficient to perform 
simple bending operations on a part than to weld an 
assembly from flat plates and sheets 
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Arc Welding Design Guidelines

� Good fit-up of parts - to maintain dimensional 
control and minimize distortion 

� Machining is sometimes required to achieve 
satisfactory fit-up 

� Assembly must allow access for welding gun to 
reach welding area 

� Design of assembly should allow flat welding to 
be performed as much as possible, since this is 
the fastest and most convenient welding 
position
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� Welding positions defined here for groove 
welds: (a) flat, (b) horizontal, (c) vertical, and 
(d) overhead
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Design Guidelines - RSW 
� Low-carbon sheet steel up to 0.125 (3.2 mm) is ideal 

metal for RSW 

� How additional strength and stiffness can be obtained 
in large flat sheet metal components 

� Spot welding reinforcing parts into them 

� Forming flanges and embossments

� Spot welded assembly must provide access for 
electrodes to reach welding area 

� Sufficient overlap of sheet metal parts required for 
electrode tip to make proper contact 
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